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GEARBOX
SHIFTED

We tested the new Mechatron Kart electro-gear ME_Shifter F1 system, mounted on the steering wheel.
Eagerness and excitement abounded, as an extraordinary team got together for this test, in fact, with
us there was Francesco Laudato and Daniele Delli Compagni as tester, Elena Lana, responsible for
data analysis and Paul Gross who designed the system. Our test was carried out at the circuit La Mola,
Rieti, where we were greeted with a warm welcome on an unpredicted sunny day.
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F

ormula 1, Formula 1 and again Formula 1:
that’s the undeniable attraction that the
top class of world motoring has on its fans.
And, we lucky supporters of karting, have a chance of driving a vehicle, which is very much like,
similar sensation you when driving, cars driven
by Raikkonen, Massa and the likes. And to draw
karting even closer to Formula driving, for nearly
3 years Eric Denner has worked hard to develop
a system electronically controlled gear-system
mounted on the steering wheel. But let’s take a
step at a time, first let’s take a look at the 125 gearclass.
From the early days, karts have two types of engines, gear-class and direct drive, if on the one hand,
the latter are considered as the essence of driving
because you need full concentration, the vehicle
doesn’t forgive any driving error, on the other, the

power of 125cc gear-class engines (about 43 hp)
and having gears that enable you to always have torque available, the adrenalin that builds up
when driving makes it exciting, it really gets you
hooked, anyone who has tried knows what I’m
on about. So hooked that, common mortals like
us, regret not being able to afford 500 hp sports
cars.
Now, we’re drawing closer to the point of this column: it is really an honour to drive one of these
karts, but it is also very strenuous. Yes, because
besides the “usual” effort required to drive the
kart there’s also the strength needed to move
the gear lever and also that needed to hold and
keep the steering wheel under control with just
one hand. That’s not the only thing, in fact, there’s
also question of security and not only because of
tiredness, not just because tiredness is the cause
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ASSEMBLY LAYOUT
The system is very easy to mount and only takes about 45 minutes. Top right, you can see three
views of the actuator connected to the gearbox (the one below is the option with gear lever in
original position). On the left, the electric system, at the control unit (black box), there is the circuit (red) deriving from the battery that feeds the entire system, the circuit that takes the signal
from the steering wheel (yellow), the one that goes to the bobbin (green) and interrupts current
flow at the spark plug; then a blue circuit that reaches the actuator. However, there is a detailed
instruction pamphlet available.

of several errors, but also because if we think of a
kart entering a corner at 120 km/h, external wheels resting on ground and having to take a hand
off the steering wheel to change gear; in such
conditions it is easier to imagine how important
it is to keep both hands on the steering wheel
and it would be better to use manual control to
change gear.

SOLUTION
It is in fact, with the idea of bringing advanced Formula 1 technology to karting that Paul
Gross, designer, and Eric Denner, marketing,
founded Mechatron Kart in 2005. Mechanics
and electronics applied to karting; interesting,
isn’t it? The first product is an electronic gear
system called ME-Shifter F1.
“You change gears by pressing a button or with
a pallet system, optional, like in Formula 1.” Paul

says. “The driver doesn’t have to take his foot off
the accelerator thanks to the integrated ignition
system: allowing driver to change gear keeping
his foot down on accelerator. This system allows
the driver to change gear in 50 thousandths of a
second”.
Instead Eric says, “As the driver keeps his hands
on the steering wheel the kart is controlled better, this means that there is more confidence and
reassurance, besides improving lap time because
there’s less bother when approaching and round
corners. “
According to the Cik/Fia regulations, this sort of
gear change is allowed on KZ1 karts but “servo
tab” gears and “ignition cutting” is absolutely
not allowed in KZ2.The ME Shifter F1 is made up
of a system that moves gears, which can have 2
buttons (one for gearing up and the other for
gearing down) mounted on the steering wheel
of with 2 pallets (advisable) mounted between
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CHARACTERISTICS, PERFORMANCE AND COSTS

Product

ME-SHIFTER F1 Racing Evo

Force applicable to lever

Up to 250 N

Input

12 V

Actuator size (mm)

L130 x W80 x H50

Nominal current

45 A

Actuator weight

(g) 995 gr

Standby current

16 mA

IP protection class

IP54

Change time

Less than 50 milliseconds

Number of changes

About 8.000 with
7.2Ah absolutely
full battery

Operating change

2 buttons on instrument board

Optional

Levers for operating change;
“carbon look” levers;
CKR steering wheel

Price

From 945.00 Euro (VAT included)

the steering wheel and clutch. You pull them,
with your fingers, towards the steering wheel,
the right one for gearing up and the left one to
drop gear. The buttons or pallets move a switch
that gives an impulse to an electronic control
unit fixed behind the seat, which controls the
actuator at the back and which is connected
directly to the gears and ignition that is interrupted accordingly for best gear shifting. The
system needs to have a battery, which 125 gear-class engines usually do not have. Idle, like
the normal gears, is shifted with a “little” knock
on palette. It is also possible to have another sy-

FOR

stem that enables you to shift into idle automatically (if you are in 1st or 2nd gear) for drivers
used to using this when racing.

LAUDATO’S and
DELLI COMPAGNI’S
IMPRESSIONS
What do the drivers have to say about it? Let’s
start with Daniele Delli Compagni. After the test,
we asked them what they thought about the
system. “Having just used the system, I must say,
that the first thing that comes to mind is that it is
less strenuous for the kart. Then, when you go up
in gear, pick up is faster than the traditional system
and quicker too. Also, drivers can concentrate more
on the actual drive line.”
We then asked Francesco Laudato to tell us more:
“Using the system up-gear is faster while it is not so
fast in dropping gear. We ought to try a leaner carburetion at lower revs. While I think that at higher
revs the mixture could be a bit richer.”
From what has been said we learn something
else: several drivers, even the good ones, don’t
often make the most of gears when going round
fast corners, when you have to go into a higher
gear for just a couple of metres. In this case the
risk of losing out a bit on set up makes one drive
in a more traditional manner.
The servo-assisted system does away with this
sort of behaviour allowing you to always use
the best possible ratio. Furthermore the system
should also allow you maximise full throttle, ma-

AGAINST

• Less physical strain
• Quicker change operation
• Stronger

• Expensive
• Not yet homologated for KZ2
• Improved gear shift for extreme
racing use

king the most of speed on changing gear.

MY IMPRESSIONS
Yes, mine. You see, after the world champion and
other excellent drivers, it was my turn. You see,
driving is my hobby, and I started do direct drive racing at the age of 35.I have tried the 1255cc
gear class a couple of times and I thought it was
fantastic, great sensation and to be honest quite
“shocked” by the amount of energy required and
how much I had to concentrate on gears too. In
the end, I decided that this class was really too
much for me... But, after having tried the ME Shifter F1, I must that that, if it were possible to use
it for the KZ2, I could perhaps enter for a race or
two. But for using it on 125cc for hobby racing, on
Sundays, it would make the 125 gear-class more
manageable.
But, let’s go back to my test. Over the early laps, I
tried to get to know the kart, get the hang of driving, memorise gears, which to use in the different turns, get used to braking and speed, both
much more awe-striking than usual. Strange how
it all fitted, all much simpler than I though: Having
complete control of the steering wheel made me
more confidence, increasing speed was easy, gears changed automatically (without lifting your
foot off the gas pedal) while when dropping speed. Even if you drop 4 gears one after the other,
you get the sensation that the system memorises the impulses you give and works accordingly.
Slowly time improved and I found myself applying throttle more and keeping the nose of the
kart heading to the centre of the corner with the
kart skidding on all 4 wheels... I ask real drivers to
forgive me, but for me with a 4x4 effect. I did two
turns and they had to stop me twice. I lapped 2
seconds slower than the experts who tried before
me and, I was thrilled to pieces, as far as I’m concerned I really think that the system works.

EVALUATION

Tyre technical support courtesy of LeCont
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TECHNICAL THOUGHTS ON
SYSTEM CONCERNING ENGINE

T

he system allows to increase ratio, using
steering wheel paddle, without lifting
your foot off gas peddle, so you get the
change to higher ratio thanks to “cutoff” system
in full acceleration, as this cuts of any tension on
bobbin for the time needed to change gear.
This enables kart to remain at high rpm whilst
basically maintaining curve with positive slant.
The system, that is the version tested, had a bidirectional cutoff gear system, lower ratio was
inserted by removing bobbin tension.
This brings about a slight drop in engine power
as current cut meant that there was unburnt fuel
for a fraction of time and, this reduced, even if
slightly, engine performance. Both drivers had
this same sensation during the test.
Mechatron has tested the system with unidirectional “cut-off, that is, with current cut off at
bobbin just on shifting to higher ratio and this
was much better. We notice that when working
the system leans carburetion, in fact, as there is
less dead time when changing ratio and rev reduction, the engine tends to “auto-grease” less
over these phases and lean general carburetion
during change. While “cut-off” in escalation
phase tends to enrich fuel, as current cut-off allows for a slight “flooding”.
So, in the light of these basic results, carburetion should be enriched at high revs and slightly
leaner at low revs.

KART TESTED
CRG Road Rebel
Configuration

front width

125cm

rear width

139.5cm

axle width

102cm

axle

M20

Chassis loaded, front high
Chassis rear neutral
Engine

TM K9C

Tyres

Le Cont

Driver

Daniele Delli Compagni

Test tyre temperature traditional gearbox

Asphalt temp.

Front right temp.

Rear right temp.

Front left temp.

Rear left temp.

33.7°

73.9°

79.9°

80.5°

81.2°

Tyre Temperature Mechatron gearbox test

Asphalt temp.

Front right temp.

Rear right temp.

Front left temp.

Rear left temp.

33.7°

65.7°

70.4°

64.0°

71.6°
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Birel R31
Configuration

Front width

125cm

Rear width

139.5cm

axle width

104cm

axle

M 20

Chassis load high front
Rear chassis high
Engine

TM K9C

Tyres

Le Cont

Driver

Francesco Laudato

Test tyre temperature traditional gearbox

Asphalt temp.

Front right temp.

Rear right temp.

Front left temp.

Rear left temp.

33.7°

73.9°

72.3°

76.2°

74.0°

Temperature gomme test cambio Mechatronic

Asphalt temp.

Front right temp.

Rear right temp.

Front left temp.

Rear left temp.

33.7°

68.1°

71.5°

68.9°

74.7°
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TIMED RESULTS

UNIPRO DATA ACQUISITION

With the traditional system, both drivers lapped
more or less at the same speed, while just the Crg
driver managed to have better results with the
Mechatron system mounted compared to the absolute lap time, analysing time stopped by drivers we
see what is shown on table below.

You can see that using the gearbox mounted on
steering wheel, comparing overall time, Laudato
seems to have slowed down by 15/100 while Della
Compagni has improved by 20/100.

Differences can logically be put down to drive, in
fact, if we look at time stopped concerning the different parts, we immediately notice that in theory
there isn’t much difference in time stopped by both
drivers referring to the two gear systems, 2/100
less for Laudato and 5/100 less for Delli Compagni.
Therefore, in this time comparison, we can say that
although we had about 2 kg more with worse track
conditions and worn tyres, basically lap time was
the same.
Also the comparison between the single parts of
the track is important too, both drivers dropped
speed over the first part (after the straight) with two
straight parts and two significant braking points.
Constant performance time is maintained along the
central part, the most winding and, they both gain
one tenth along the last part of the straight.
We have the first true surprise from the system in
the part where the wheels of the kart are “straight”,
it takes less time to change gears and this means
better lap time. In fact, the sensation we got was
that the kart’s roar as it passed along was different,
there wasn’t the usual drop usually heard during
the change interval when traditional gears are
mounted. The sound was constant, almost like that
of a direct drive.

GraPH #1/#2 #3/#4
Graph #1 and #2 refer to Daniele Delli Compagni on
Crg. They show engine revs and speed according
to point they were covering along the circuit. The
green line, in particular refers to the ME-SHIFTER
F1 gear-system. Graph #3 and #4, give the same
information but referring to Francesco Laudato’s
Birel.
The first thing you see is that both on accelerating
and on braking, curve flow is quite similar and, this
is the first positive thing considering that the two
drivers had never mounted this system before. This
result confirms absolute lap time.
You can also see how the green line, engine revs,

is more linear meaning that both kart performance
and driveability is better too.
Another thing that stands out is that, at the end of
the fastest part of the track (green curve graphs
#2 and #4), both drivers managed to maintain max
speed for much longer. This is a very important part
of the track, in curve apex and both hands can be
kept on the steering wheel, which means that drivers have more confidence and are able to keep
their foot pressed down on gas.
The terms of absolute value, Crg speed registered
was 128.2 km/h in both configurations while the
Birel managed 130.2 and 130.8 respectively.
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SERIES

LAPTIMERS

UNIPRO NOW WITH POWER VALVE SENSOR

FREE PC AN ALY SER, UPGRADES, UPDATES AND MORE. DOWNLOAD T ODAY AT WWW.UNIPROL APTIMER.COM

Power valve sensor

The Unipro power valve sensor
measures when, where and how on the
track the power valve changes position.
This enables you to precisely adjust the
power valve thus making the engines
power range ﬁt the track eﬃciently.

Unipro Laptimers

are precision tools,
very durable and
you can use them
for hundreds of
hours before you
have to change the
batteries. We always
listen to teams,
drivers and you to
improve our
products.
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MECHATRON KART
Background
In spring 2005 two lads with the same enthusiasm for karting, and who hadn’t ever
met before, were about to get together
and set up something that they would never have believed possible.
One was a German, Paul Gross, 23 years
old and today Technical Director of Mechatron-Kart. In 2005 he was working at Volkswagen in Baunatal, the biggest European
producer of gearboxes, and already for five
years had worked on mechatronics using
the kart as a platform to develop and improve his love for technology. In his mind,
he also had the idea of doing away with
the gear stick, replacing it on karts with something like the system they mounted for
Formula 1 cars. So he starts working on his
project, calling it “Mechatron engineering”,
and then puts all his ideas and information
on Internet, his web site.
About 350 km away, in France, Eric Denner,
33 years old, now Mechatron Marketing
Manager but then working in the sales office of Outiltec-Precidenn, his father’s business that supplied tools top automobile
manufacturers. Eric too had a great passion
for karting and this led him to look for ideas and enthusiasts that shared the same
love for the sport, someone with whom
he could work and set up some innovative enterprise in the field. So surfing on Internet, he met Paul. They decide to meet

and immediately realised that they were a
perfect duo for making a dream come true.
They decide to start working on a practical gearbox that karters could afford and
could be mounted on any gear-class kart,
changing the karting spirit into a Formula
One. Hence the start of MECHATRON-KART
and the ME-SHIFTER F1. Two years later and
with over 10,000 hours work on testing and
development, the system was ready to be
put on the market, the ME-SHIFTER F1 is the
only system like that for Formula 1 available at the moment for karts.

Factory

The MECHATRON_KARTS S.A.R.L. site is situated in Schirrhein in France not far from
the German border. Not only is it an international set up because the managers,
Denner and Gross come from two different
countries, but because 95 percent of their
products are exported to countries all over
the world like Japan, USA, Brazil and so on.
“While production is local,” Paul says, “with
suppliers in Germany and France, also the
electronic elements are designed and made in Germany, all this is to guarantee a good quality standard.”
All Mecharon-Kart systems and accessories
are assembled in the factory in France where they check each part before it is sent out
to customers.

Future

As to technical aspects regarding the future of Mechatron-Kart, Paul Cross says: “Our
main attention is focused on the ME-SHIF-

TER F1, so as to guarantee our customers
the best technology, compatible with our
high standard quality level. At the same time, we’re working on future evolutionary
products that we will present when the time comes... automatic gearbox?... why not?
Anyway anything we say at the moment is
too much, everything is Top Secret.” From
the marketing aspect, Eric Denner says:
“We have reached several aims to date, last
but not least, the official agreement for
using this system with the KZ class and the
comments made by amateur drivers who
ask, why something like this has never been invented before. One thing is sure, we
won’t stop here, and our motto is: Safety,
Comfort, Accuracy, Durability, Reliability
and Performance. Tests carried out by more
than ten drivers have been very successful.
Comfort and accuracy were quite easy to
prove, a bit more difficulty in proving reliability. However, there are no doubts about
it from those who have seen the system
mounted and working. The safety point is
often taken for granted, this is not only very
important for beginners, safety is important for everyone. Drivers have both hands
on the steering wheel, so the kart is always
under complete control. Safety is one of
our strong points. Let’s hope that we will
get the authorisation to use the ME-SHIFTER F1 for KZ2 to satisfy requests coming
from drivers. Anyway, that means a lot of
hard work lies ahead, we need to work with
the local federation in each country.”

